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smart Europe Transforms Electric Car Sales 

with Real-Time Personalization, Powered 

by Adobe  
• Electric automotive manufacturer smart Europe launched its new eco.platform, powered by Adobe 

Experience Cloud, to deliver improved brand experiences across the customer journey 

• smart Europe can now connect customer insights across every touchpoint and deliver personalized 
experiences to every customer on every channel through a combination of Adobe Real-Time 
Customer Data Platform, Customer Journey Optimizer, and Customer Journey Analytics  

• smart Europe’s content supply chain enables teams to efficiently create and deliver improved 
electric car experiences utilizing Adobe Workfront, Adobe Experience Manager, and Adobe Creative 
Cloud 

 
London & Munich — 11th July 2023 — Today, Adobe (Nasdaq:ADBE) announced that premium all-electric 
automotive brand smart Europe has selected Adobe Experience Cloud to deliver improved brand experiences 
across its customer journeys. smart Europe will use Adobe products to power its new eco.platform for the 
smart #1 crossover SUV. This will offer customers more choice, flexibility, and features for their electric vehicle 
(EV) purchases, while enabling a seamless, connected customer experience across all of the company’s online 
and offline touchpoints. 
 
eco.platform serves as the central point of contact between smart Europe and its customers. From EV 
configurations to custom production requests, downstream services and after-sales support, smart Europe has 
consolidated every part of the journey into a single, connected brand experience. Adobe Experience Cloud also 
helps ensure data governance and compliance with data-driven processes to meet regulatory requirements. 
smart Europe will utilise Adobe Real-Time Customer Data Platform, Adobe Journey Optimizer, Adobe Customer 
Journey Analytics, among other Adobe applications. 
 
Using Adobe Real-Time Customer Data Platform, part of Adobe Experience Cloud, smart Europe can create and 
continuously update its customer profiles to fuel personalized omnichannel campaigns. This ability to ingest, 
combine, analyze, and act on data in real-time has been transformative, allowing smart Europe to meet 
customers’ needs at every turn – and keep them engaged through every stage of their purchasing journey, right 
from when they start EV research through configuration, purchasing, and post-purchase support.   
 
Adobe Journey Optimizer allows smart Europe to orchestrate and deliver true one-to-one experiences across 
its online and offline touchpoints. With a real-time visualization of its omnichannel customer journeys, smart 
Europe can choose the perfect moment to engage with each customer using the right message delivered, on 
the right channel. In parallel, Adobe Customer Analytics delivers the cross-channel insights smart Europe needs 
to optimize those customer journeys over time. This single source of truth makes every customer-facing team 
more data-driven, helping them to understand and improve their customer interactions each day.   
 

“smart has always been a pioneer of urban mobility, and with the launch of smart #1 on our new eco.platform, 

we are creating a seamless customer experience while remaining true to our DNA,” said Dirk Adelmann, CEO of 

smart Europe GmbH. “We had to rethink all digital processes, consistently aligning them with customer needs. 

We are very happy that Adobe, as one of our key technology partners, is supporting us in such an ambitious 

project.” 

 



 

“The automotive industry is undergoing a transformation, not only with the adoption of electric vehicles, but 
also how digital is transforming the driving experience,” said Luc Dammann, President of EMEA at Adobe. “Just 
as smart Europe reimagined mobility for the modern city, Adobe technology will help them reimagine the 
customer journey for the demands of modern drivers by offering innovative digital sales and business models, 
delighting customers with personalized content, in real time, and across all channels.” 
 
Delivering personalized experiences requires a vast amount of digital content. A recent Adobe study found that 
roughly two-thirds of marketing and customer experience professionals reported that they expect demand for 
content to grow by 5-20x over the next two years. Managing this scale of content requires a content supply 
chain that creates, manages and delivers personalized experiences to customers at scale. To that end, smart 
Europe uses Adobe Workfront to manage its content workflows, from creation to asset management and 
approvals, and make them more cost-efficient.  
 
Adobe Workfront is fully integrated with Adobe Creative Cloud and Adobe Experience Manager (AEM), which 
smart Europe uses to manage every creative asset across every channel, including its website, mobile app, 
social handles and email, as well as the new eco.platform site. By bringing consistency to smart Europe’s 
content workflows across the European market, AEM has also improved asset compliance across the 
organization. 
Together, Adobe Workfront and AEM allow smart Europe to plan, commission, create, manage, edit, use and 
customize assets in a single environment, helping to cut costs and reduce complexity across workflows. 

 
About Adobe  

Adobe is changing the world through digital experiences. For more information, visit www.adobe.com. 

 

About smart Europe  

smart Europe GmbH was founded in June 2020 as a wholly owned subsidiary of smart Automobile Co. Ltd. 

Headquartered in Leinfelden-Echterdingen near Stuttgart, Germany, the international smart Europe team is 

responsible for all sales, marketing and after-sales activities for the brand's next generation of smart vehicles, 

products and services in the European market. With Dirk Adelmann as CEO and Martin Günther as CFO, the 

company is unleashing its valuable potential in Europe with a highly efficient and customer-focused business 

model. smart Automobile Co., Ltd. was founded as a global joint venture between Mercedes Benz AG and 

Geely Automobile Co., Ltd. smart is positioning itself as a leading provider of smart electric vehicles in the 

premium segment. 

https://blog.adobe.com/en/publish/2023/03/21/adobe-research-demand-for-content-shows-no-sign-of-slowing
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